
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                        
              

           

CAUGHT IN A BEHAVIOR TRAP:
 

FROM UNWANTED OBSESSION TO MOTIVATIONAL KEY1
 

Many students with Asperger syndrome are enthralled with particular subjects or 

things. Such special interest areas (SIAs) are a dominant characteristic of over 90% of 

individuals with Asperger syndrome (Atwood, 2003). Because the child spends so 

much time talking about or fiddling with the object of his interest, these SIAs are 

often viewed as a deficit. However, teachers can take advantage of students’ 

obsessions, be it tarantulas or toilet brushes, and can turn a perceived deficit into a 

strength (Winter-Messiers, 2007). 

Behavior Traps 

Behavior traps are especially powerful contingencies of reinforcement that produce 

substantial, long-lasting behavior changes (Baer & Wolf, 1970). Behavior traps are 

particularly evident in the activities we just cannot get (or do) enough of. Alber and 

Heward (1996) described how a teacher created a behavior trap that took advantage of 

a fifth grader’s obsession with baseball cards: 

Carlos experiences school as tedious and unrewarding. But he does find 

solace in his baseball cards, often studying, sorting and playing with them in 

class. His teacher, Ms. Greene, long ago lost count of the number of times 

she had to stop an instructional activity to separate Carlos and his beloved 

baseball cards. Then one day, when she approached Carlos’ desk to 

confiscate his cards in the middle of a lesson on alphabetization, Ms. Greene 

discovered that Carlos had already alphabetized all the left-handed pitchers 

in the National League! Ms. Greene realized she’d found the secret to 

sparking Carlos’ academic development. 

Carlos was both astonished and thrilled to learn that Ms. Greene not only 

let him keep his baseball cards at his desk, but also encouraged him to “play 

with them” during class. Before long, Ms. Greene had incorporated baseball 

1 From William L. Heward Exceptional Children: An Introduction to Special Education (10th ed.) 
(pp. 246-247). Copyright 2013 by Pearson Education, Inc., Upper Saddle River, NJ. 



     

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

   

 

   

 

 

 

   

Caught in a Trap - 2 

cards into learning activities across the curriculum. In math, Carlos 

calculated batting averages; in geography, he located the hometown of every 

major leaguer born in his state; and in language arts, he wrote letters to his 

favorite players requesting an autographed photo. Carlos began to make 

significant gains academically and an improvement in his attitude about 

school was also apparent. (p. 285) 

The most effective behavior traps share four essential features: (a) they are 

“baited” with virtually irresistible reinforcers that “lure” the student to the trap; (b) 

only a low-effort response already in the student’s repertoire is necessary to enter the 

trap; (c) interrelated contingencies of reinforcement inside the trap motivate the 

student to acquire, extend, and maintain targeted academic and/or social skills; and 

(d) they can remain effective for a long time because the student shows few, if any, 

satiation effects. 

How To Get Started 

1.	 Identify the child’s SIA. This is the easiest assessment a teacher will ever conduct. 

The objects, events, people, or things that qualify as SIAs are known to anyone 

who has spent any time with the child. Tyler, for example, loves maps and will 

endlessly talk about, look at, and draw maps. 

2.	 Incorporate the SIA across the curriculum. Tyler’s fascination with maps could be 

integrated easily into math, reading, writing, science, and social studies lessons. 

3.	 Make entering the trap easy. A student does not have to earn his way into a 

behavior trap. In a behavior trap, the student has free access to the SIA. Provide 

materials that may be required to engage in the SIA, and prompt the student to use 

them in ways that will incorporate the targeted skills (e.g.,. “Tyler, would you 

show me how many different types of structures are identified on this map?”). 

4.	 Start small, and use the trap judiciously. Use the SIA to help the student improve 

skills with which he has experienced some success, then gradually add new skills. 
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Even though Tyler is crazy about maps, requiring him to write a 10-page research 

report on the topic (especially if his writing skills are poor) could destroy the 

effectiveness of maps as behavior trap bait. Better to begin by asking Tyler to 

label and classify his favorite map components, then write brief descriptions about 

them, then compare and contrast the functions of the components, and so on. In 

time, Tyler may write reports with all the detail of an experienced cartographer. 

5.	 Don’t be in a hurry to eliminate the SIA. Remember that you’re not trying to 

eliminate the student’s interest in his SIA, but use it to learn new academic and 

social skills, which may eventually lead to the student developing other interests. 

6.	 Involve the target student’s peers. Encourage peers to participate in SIA-related 

curriculum activities. Peer involvement gives the target student opportunities to 

practice social and language skills. A bonus may be that peers acquire interest in 

and useful knowledge about their classmate’s SIA. 

7.	 Periodically change the curriculum areas and activities associated with the SIA. 

Although a student may not tire of his SIA outside of the trap (that is possible, 

however, and something to watch for), an SIA may lose its effectiveness as bait if 

a trap focuses solely on a single curriculum area or activity. 

8.	 Evaluate the effects. Look for improvements in the student’s skills and knowledge 

the behavior trap was designed to “catch.” Collect data on the amount of time the 

student actively engages with the SIA-related curriculum, the completion and 

accuracy of academic products, and the student’s comments. The student’s 

behavior will suggest ways that an ineffective trap can be revised. Over time, the 

student’s interest in the curriculum area(s) baited with the SIA may grow to the 

point where the trap is no longer necessary. 
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